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2. METHODS
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When T & M are both at 0˚ (panel
a), reverberation can improve
binaural performance. When T is
at 90˚ (panel b), worse-ear
performance improves. Effects of
reverberation generally increase
with distance.
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9. CONCLUSIONS
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The largest effects of spatial configuration of T
and M are simple acoustic effects, i.e.,
changes in TMRtot (and TMRdir) at the ears.
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Binaural advantages of 3-5 dB arise if T and M
directions differ by 90˚ in anechoic and
reverberant conditions.
T

Moderate reverberation does not degrade any
binaural advantage, and can even cause one.
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ANECHOIC CONDITIONS
Separation of T and M in distance can change
TMRdir, but otherwise has little influence on
speech intelligibility.
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The acoustic better-ear advantage can be
greater than 20 dB for some configurations.
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7. EFFECT OF REVERBERATION
Figure 6: Mean (x-subject)
improvement in TMRdir for
reverberant conditions (re:
anechoic). Error bars show xsubject std. dev.
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Right ear performance improves
and left ear performance degrades
for T at 90˚ (re: T at 0˚). Binaural
performance improves in anechoic
space (panel a) when T moves to
the side, but only improves in
reverberant space (panel b) when
T & M are at the same distance.
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3. DIRECT-SOUND TARGET
TO MASKER RATIO (TMRdir)

Figure 1: Tested spatial
configurations consisted of
six target (T) positions and
masker (M) at 0˚, 15 cm.
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Figure 5: Mean (x-subject)
improvement in TMRdir for 90˚ T
(re: T at 0˚). Error bars show xsubject std. dev.
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Distance has little effect on threshold
TMRtot. In anechoic conditions, there is a
binaural gain when T is at 90˚ (panel b).
In reverberant conditions (panels c, d),
there is a binaural gain if T and M are not
at the same location. When T is at 90˚ in
reverberant conditions (panel d), TMRdir
must be greater for the left ear condition,
suggesting that reverberant energy
improves speech intelligibility less than
direct-sound energy.
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For each spatial configuration, equate T level at
right (better) ear for anechoic speech stimuli

Binaural performance equals or is
better than monaural left or right ear
performance. For T to the right (right
panels), right ear performance is
better than left.
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DTMRdir re: T 0˚

Six spatial configurations
- M always at (0º az, 15 cm distance)
- T at (0º or 90˚) x (15, 100, 200 cm)
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is essentially unintelligible if played alone]

6. EFFECT OF TARGET ANGLE

Each cond./config. tested 4x per subject
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Simulate nearby sources using HRTFs
- Target (T): low-context sentences (e.g., see
Payton, Uchanski, Braida; 1994).
- Masker (M): speech-shaped noise
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The better ear advantage decreases with distance as
the direct sound interaural level difference decreases.
The better ear advantage is smaller in reverberant
than anechoic space (recall that signals are
normalized to direct-sound energy at right ear).

Runs blocked by condition (random order):
- Left, Right, Binaural x
- Anechoic, Reverberant

T

Figure 7: Mean (x-subject) improvement
in TMRtot (total-energy TMR including
reverberant energy) re: anechoic listening
with T & M at (0˚, 15 cm). This analysis
treats direct and reverberant energy
equally (TMRtot=TMRdir in anechoic
cases). Error bars show x-subject std.
dev. [Note in panels b & d, the left ear binaural signal
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Figure 4: Mean (x-subject) improvement in TMRdir
when listening with right (acoustically-better) ear
compared to left (acoustically-worse) ear when T is at
90˚. Error bars show x-subject std. dev.

How does realistic reverberation affect masked
speech intelligibility (using characterizable
stimuli; e.g., Drullman & Bronkhorst, 2000)?
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5. BETTER EAR ADVANTAGE

Current study, measure speech thresholds for
- left, right, binaural listening conditions
- anechoic and reverberant simulations
- different target distances and directions
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Adaptively vary T level to threshold (50% words
correct (Hawley et al., 1999; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2001).

Four subjects with normal-hearing

Figure 2. Mean TMRdir in dB RMS at
50% words correct threshold. Error
bars show within-subject std. dev. In
this analysis, direct-sound TMR is
fixed at the right ear to illustrate the
better-ear advantage; this analysis
ignores any positive contributions of
T reverberation.
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Two factors often identified:
- head shadow (acoustic "better-ear")
- binaural advantage (Zurek, 1993)
Reverberation may (Drullman et al., 1994; Bradley et al., 1999)
- increase monaural speech audibility
- degrade monaural speech intelligibility
- decrease binaural coherence

- large energy effects
- large (x-frequency) interaural differences
(head shadow + relative distance to ears)
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Angular separation of target / masker improves
- detectability of target
- speech reception of target (Bronkhurst, 2000)
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DTMRtot re: anechoic, T/M @
(0˚,
15
cm)
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Targets and maskers may be within arm's length

A significant binaural advantage
arises when M & T are 1) in
different directions (panel b) in
anechoic or reverberant space
and 2) different distances in
reverberant space (panel a).
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1. BACKGROUND
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Figure 3: Mean (x-subject)
improvement in TMRdir when
listening binaurally (re: betterear monaural). Error bars show
x-subject std. dev.
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Masked speech reception thresholds were measured for a speech
source in the presence of a speech-shaped noise masker for
simulated anechoic and reverberant listening conditions. Both
speech and masker sources were simulated using individualized
HRTFs. The HRTFs were measured in a moderately reverberant
room (T60=550 ms) for sources at different distances (15, 100,
and 200 cm) and directions (straight ahead and directly to the right
of the subject). Reverberant simulations were generated using the
full HRTFs (including reverberation), while anechoic simulations
were generated by time windowing the full HRTFs to create

T

4. BINAURAL ADVANTAGE

DTMRdir re: binaural

ABSTRACT

pseudo-anechoic HRTFs. Speech and noise sources were then
convolved with the appropriate HRTFs to simulate anechoic and
reverberant simulations for different speech and noise
configurations. For each spatial configuration, subjects were
tested binaurally, monaurally with the “better” ear, and monaurally
with the “worse” ear. Speech reception thresholds were measured
adaptively, varying the target level while keeping the direct portion
of the masker constant at the better ear. Results suggest that
speech intelligibility improves and spatial unmasking increases
when reverberation is included, at least for some of the tested
spatial configurations.
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REVERBERANT CONDITIONS
Reverberation can lead to a binaural gain when
T & M are in the same direction but different
distances, probably by decorrelating T.
Reverberation can increase intelligibility by
increasing the effective TMR (TMRtot).
Increasing TMRtot improves performance, but
less than increasing TMRdir.
Reverberation tends to decrease large betterear advantages.
FUTURE WORK
Analysis of speech transmission index and
effect of reverberation on speech waveform
modulations (e.g., Houtgast & Steeneken, 1985).
Extensions of binaural models

(e.g., Zurek, 1988).
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